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The foundation of our preprocessing steps is based on highly
cited paper [8]. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of
the preprocessing steps.

Fig. 2: The schematic diagram of preprocessing.

1) Image Binarization: Binarization is done by convert-
ing an image from its input color map i.e. RGB to gray
scale and then converting it into black and white using a
threshold calculated by Equation 1. We exhaustively search
for threshold (t) that minimizes the intra-class variance (σ2

i )
defined as awaited sum of variance of two classes

σ2
ω(t) = ω1(t)σ2

1(t) + ω2(t)σ2
2(t) (1)

where weights ωi are the probabilities of the two classes
separated by threshold t and σ2

i is variance of these classes.
Minimizing the intra-class variance is same as maximizing
inter-class variance as

σ2
b (t) = σ2 − σ2

ω(t) = ω1(t)ω2(t)[µ1(t)− µ2(t)]2

which is expressed in terms of class probabilities ωi and class
mean µi. The class probability ω1(t) is computed from the
histogram as t

ω1(t) = Σt0p(i)

while the class mean µ1(t) is

µ1(t) = Σt0p(i)x(i)

where x(i) is the value at the center of ith histogram bin.
Similarly, ω2(t) and µt can be computed on the right-hand
side of the histogram for bins greater than t.

Fig. 3: Result of binarization step on Figure 1.

2) Line Segmentation: In this step, lines are segmented
from paragraph [9] assuming that lines are relatively hori-
zontal. Line segmentation involves the following steps

1) A horizontal histogram is made for the binarized image
as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Histogram and its minima.

2) Proper minimas and maximas of histogram are detected
with median filter as a smoothing function for the given
histogram as shown in green color in Figure 4. Here
1D median filter is used for smoothing. The median
filter is an effective method that can suppress isolated
noise without blurring sharp edges. Specifically, the
median filter replaces a pixel by the median of all
pixels in the neighborhood as explained in Equation 2.

y[m,n] = {median(x[i, j], (i, j) ∈ w)} (2)

where w represents a neighborhood centered around
location (m,n) in the image.

3) Cuts are made at significant minima. A minima
of 0 value signifies there exist no intersecting
ascender and descenders at the cut Cut[xi] =
{minima(vhist(i, j))}(i, j) ∈ U .

4) IF there exist an intersection at minima lines on either
side of the cut, it is further analyzed for connected
component. Further, centroid(C) of the connected
component(CC) is calculated to classify it is ascender
or descender. Three cases for CC are identified

C ∈

 Cut[i− 1] +D ≤ CC ≤ Cut[i]−D ∈ current line
< Cut[i− 1] +D ∈ previous line
else ∈ next line

where threshold (D) is 1
8 part of the difference of

current minima and previous minima.

Fig. 5: First segmented line (after line segmentation process)
of Figure 1.

Figure 5, shows first segmented line using the above steps.
3) Skew correction: Majority of people fails to write

straight lines in their conventional style leading to a skew
error in line. This is resolved by skew correction as: Compute
the count of foreground pixels in a vector Q using Equa-
tion 3.

Q = {qi = (xi, yi)|Lowest black pixel ∈xi column} (3)
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Qi represents a vector of bottom most pixels of each line for
the ith column.
The skew is computed by fitting a straight line (L) = y −
mx−c from the vector Q using least square sense. The slope
(m), of the line (L) gives the skew angle θ as: tan−1(m).
To normalize the line segment, for skew error, rotate it by
-θ. A line with skew error, and its normalization is shown in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

Fig. 6: Line segment before skew correction.

Fig. 7: Line after skew error is removed by a rotation of
angle θ.

4) Slant correction: Slant correction [6] is used to nor-
malize the text writing (when the writers text is at an angle
with the normal to the baseline), making the text upright.
This is a two step process

1) Rotate the text line from −45°to 45°(italic slant error
range), and calculate vertical histogram for each angle
of rotation.

2) Compute Wigner-Ville [13] distribution of each his-
togram and the angle with largest distribution intensity,
is taken as our slant angle α.

Wigner-Ville distribution [13] is related to time frequency
representation of non-stationary signals. In our case, it is
affine transformation of an image on intervals of 5o. For a
signal, s(t) with analytic associate x(t), the Wigner-Ville
distribution Wx(t, ω) is defined as

Wx(t, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞

x(t+ τ/2)x∗(t− τ/2)e−iωτdτ

where, the analytic associate x(t) of a signal s(t) is
defined as x(t) = s(t) + ιH[s(t)], where H[s(t)] is the
Hilbert transform [13] of the signal s(t). Significance of
peaks and troughs are deduced and compared by Wigner-
Ville distribution. Figure 8 shows slant correction by angle

Fig. 8: Red line shows the position where Wigner-Ville
distribution intensity is largest.

α. To reduce our computational work and time we have
generated transformation for every 5o angle (step size). The

loss of accuracy is not perceptibly significant but it improves
the efficiency 5 times.

Fig. 9: Wigner ville distribution intensity curve at any
random angle.

Fig. 10: Wigner ville distribution intensity curve for slant
angle α.

5) Baseline Positioning: Each line segment is fur-
ther partitioned into four baselines: Lower Bound (LB),
Upper Bound(UB), Lower Baseline(LBL), and Upper
Baseline(UBL), defined below. Lower and upper bounds are
simple positions where the text starts and ends.

These points can be identified by analyzing each row for
first black pixel from top to bottom and from bottom to
up. Lower baseline is same as the one located in the skew
correction step after rotating by skew angle(θ).

The best position for UBL is typically along the steepest
part of the most significant rise in the projection histogram
(Hhist). To calculate this point, a smoothed version of
(Hhist) of the segmented line image is analyzed as

1) The derivative is computed and the point with the
maximum derivative is chosen: maxx = dy

dx (Hhist)
2) From this point, maxx (maximum slope), the algo-

rithm iteratively expands above and below until the
slope falls below a given threshold (slopemin).
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3) UB is the first row which contain first foreground
pixel.

4) similarly, LB is the last row which contains foreground
pixel.

5) UBL[i, j] points are calculated as:

UBL[i, j] =
(lo+ hi)

2

where, dy
dxHhist > slopemin∀i ∈ [lo, hi].

6) Now UBL can be expressed as LUBL = y −mx− c
(in slope intercept form).

7) LBL has already been computed in subsection skew-
detection II-A3.

Fig. 11: Red lines represent upper and lower extreme be-
yond which gradient is less than slopemin, and green line
represents UBL.

Fig. 12: Baseline positioning.

Figures 11 depicts computation of UBL, and 12 shows
all the bounds for baseline positioning.

6) Word segmentation: Word segmentation process is
not that easy as it looks because the gaps between the words
are never predictive. Sometimes gaps between characters are
larger than gaps between words. So to segment [12] word
a robust method should be incorporated. The steps for this are

Vhist = Σi0Σj0
I(i, j)
n

(4)

First of all a vertical histogram is computed for a line using
Equation 4. Then we locate minima(Vhist) as a prospective
word segmentation point. The segmented line may still hold
some inappropriate word segmentation points. To clear these
faulty points, k - means clustering is performed on the data
with k = 2.

Startpt(i) =
{

1 (Vhist(i) == 0&&Vhist(i+ 1) > 0)
0 otherwise

(5)

Equation 5 is used to calculate the start points of all words
stored in vector Startpt, and Equation 6 is used to calculate

the end point vector Stoppt of all corresponding words.

Stoppt(i) =
{

1 (Vhist(i+ 1) == 0&&Vhist(i) > 0)
0 otherwise

(6)

Based on these vectors {Startpt, Stoppt}, we segment the
words as shown in Figure 13.

Fig. 13: Word segmentation points.

B. Character Segmentation and Recognition
According to Sayres Paradox [10] a letter cannot be

segmented before having been recognized and cannot be
recognized before having been segmented. So segmentation,
and recognition should work parallel with each other. In the
segmentation stage, an image of each word received from
previous step is decomposed into sub-images of individual
characters.

Characters can be segmented by two approaches
1) Heuristic based segmentation [7] - In this approach,

stroke width and height estimation are analyzed to
segment words into its characters. Then character seg-
mentation region is identified which computes the seg-
mentation boundary between the connected characters.

2) Neural network approach- In this approach Artifi-
cial Neural Network (ANN) is trained for character
recognition. For both training and testing phases, a
heuristic feature detection algorithm is used to locate
prospective segmentation points in handwritten words.

We have used diagonal based feature extraction technique
(explained below), and (ANN) is used for further classifi-
cation of characters.

1) Diagonal based Feature Extraction: In this step, the
features of characters that are crucial for classifying them
at recognition stage are extracted. We have used diagonal
based feature extraction technique [11] in our system. In
this algorithm every character image of size 90x60 pixels
is divided into 54 equal zones, each of size 10x10 pixels
(Figure 14). The features are extracted from each zone
pixels by moving along the diagonals of its respective 10x10
pixels. Each zone has 19 diagonal lines and the foreground
pixels present along each diagonal line is summed to get a
single sub-feature, thus 19 sub-features are obtained from
each zone. These 19 sub-feature values are averaged to form
a single feature value and placed in the corresponding zone
(Figure 14). This procedure is sequentially repeated for the
all the zones.

There could be some zones, whose diagonals are empty
of foreground pixels. The feature values corresponding to
these zones are zero. Finally, 54 features are extracted for
each character. In addition, 9 and 6 features are obtained by
averaging the values placed in zones row wise and column
wise, respectively. As a result, every character is represented
by 69 (i.e 54 + 15) features. The complete step is illustrated
in Figure 14.
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Fig. 14: Procedure for feature extraction from the character.

2) Training of Neural Network: We have used two layer
feed forward ANN for further classification and recognition
of our characters. We have taken 55 sample images for each
of the 26 alphabets making it 1430 samples total. Steps taken
before inserting data into ANN are as follows

1) Create a window joining leftmost, topmost, rightmost
and bottommost pixel of the character in the same order
and then this window is cropped from the input image
sample.

2) Resize the cropped window to 90x60.
3) Compute the skeleton of the resized image.

Figure 15 illustrated the above steps.

Fig. 15: (a)Input image, (b) cropped −→ resized image, and
(c) Skeleton of the resized image.

Now the above mentioned feature extraction technique
is implemented on the skeletonized image which gives 69
feature points for each image accordingly. This procedure
is repeated for 26x55 samples and then stored in a feature
vector of size 69x1430 which we have taken as input to
our ANN as shown in Figure 16. Our the target output for

Fig. 16: Artificial Neural Network (ANN ).

ANN is 26x1430, where each row represents a character.
Taking this as an input and target output we have trained
feed forward neural network having a single hidden layer
with architecture of 69-30-26. Further specifications are
mentioned in Table I.

TABLE I: Specification of ANN .
Input nodes 69
Hidden nodes 30
Output nodes 26
Training algorithm Scaled conjugate gradient back-proportion
Perform function Mean square error
Training epochs 1000

3) Proposed Technique for Recognition: Characters
from the segmented words, received after the completion
of pre-processing step are recognized in this step. Various
techniques like [14], [1], [4] etc., address character segmen-
tation in parts. Also, for cursive handwriting full character
segmentation is further more complicated as the characters
are mostly closely connected making perfect segmentation
point detection very difficult. For these reasons we propose
our own character segmentation technique.

Fig. 17: Flow chart for character recognition.

In our implementation we have taken two assumptions.
First, there must exists a minima between two characters
and secondly, the character width is between 15 to 50 pixels
unrestrained to different writers. For word recognition, the
steps are: a) compute vertical histogram for each word;
b) compute minimas of the histogram and label them as
prospective segmentation points; c) divide the words into
parts according to these segmented points; d) finally order
them according to their positions from left to right. The
complete process is summarized in Figure 17 in a flowchart.
The details are explained below.

1) Let (M) be the left most part of the word. If
(width(M) > 15) then go to step 2, else goto to step
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7.
2) Mskel = skeletonized (M ).
3) Extract features as explained in sub sub-section II-B1

from Mskel and save as Feature Vector (FV ).
4) The FV is fed into the trained ANN which gives

output(Cout) in the form of 26 classes (C) correspond-
ing to each character.

5) Compute Mcout = maximum(Cout).
6) If (Mcout > T ), then it is recognized as a character

belonging to class C(Mcout), where T is user specified
recognition accuracy threshold.

7) Else the part right next to M is added to M . If
(width(M) < 50) repeat recognition from step 2.

8) This procedure is repeated until a character is recog-
nized with accuracy (ACU) > T , or width(M) > 50
pixels (character width threshold).

Note: If a character is recognized before width(M) exceeds
50 pixels, then the recognition for the next character would
start from the part just right, to the rightmost part of M
(character M ends, and process starts with a new character).
Else (recognition fails), it would instead start from just next
right part of the left most part of M (the left most part is
discarded as it does not match). The leftover part of M ,
which is still to be recognized, is processed again.

The boundary cases of our technique are
1) Best case: No overlaps in characters, and width(M) <

50 pixels. For example, as shown in Figure 18.

Fig. 18: Best case: detection of good prospective
segmentation points.

2) General case: when the 15 ≤ width(M) ≤ 50 pixels,
as we could detect more than required prospective seg-
mentation points between two characters. For example,
as shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20.

Fig. 19: More than required segmentation points but
each character width < 50

Fig. 20: General case of cursive handwriting

3) Worst case: (a) overlapped characters, where perspec-
tive segmentation point could not be detected, as shown
in Figure 21; (b) width(M) > 50 pixels as shown in
Figure 22.

For special cases when characters are continuous and
cursive, then the system may recognize part of a character
as some other character. For example in Figure 22, first

Fig. 21: Worst case (a): no prospective segmentation points
between h and a.

Fig. 22: Worst case (b): width(M) > 50 pixel.

two prospective segmentation points of character m may be
recognized as character n (false positive).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This paper describes all the necessary steps for offline

handwriting recognition system. A new approach for char-
acter segmentation and recognition is proposed in the paper.
An improvised diagonal based feature extraction technique
is used which considerably increases the success rate. In this
approach character segmentation and character recognition
proceed side by side.

a) Preprocessing step: Word segmentation (of the
proposed system) ACU rate is > 95% irrespective of cursive
or non-cursive handwriting.

b) Neural network: The ANN with the specified
parameters, and the proposed feature extraction technique
achieves an ACU of 95.6%. The details of the ANN , for
different FV ’s are enumerated in Table II.

TABLE II: Comparison of Networks.
Networks 1 2 3
Feature Vector (FV ) Vertical Horizontal Diagonal, Vertical

and Horizontal
Nodes for input 54 54 69
Nodes in hidden layer 30 30 30
Nodes in output layer 26 26 26
Recognition rate 93 92.4 95.6

c) Character Segmentation and recognition:
According to the proposed algorithm and with the help of
ANN , the system achieves an ACU of 70% for readable
non-cursive handwriting and 50 − 60% in case of cursive
handwriting. Compared to POLAR-RADII GRAPHS [14]
which have an average ACU of 58%, and Connectionist
Character N-grams [1] having average ACU of 41%.

Even in worst cases, when the characters are overlapped
and width of some characters exceed 50 pixels our system
could recognize cursive and non-cursive handwritings with
an average ACU of 55% and 70%, respectively which is
significantly better than the other systems.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
With the above results it can be concluded that with

more reliable feature extraction technique and larger dataset
for character and input sample the result for the complete
system can be further improved and enhanced. If the system
is trained for a particular handwriting and after that if the
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system is used to recognize text for that handwriting (used
in personalized authentication systems and web logging
authentication) it can further improve its success rate to a
very appreciable measures. More research on character seg-
mentation may help in making this system a complete offline
unconstrained cursive handwriting recognition system. The
proposed system achieves an average accuracy of 62.5%.
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